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ON JOINT HYPONORMALITY OF 
COMMUTING n-TUPLES OF OPERATORS

Young Sik Park

1. Introduction
Throughout this paper, H will always denote a Hilbert space, 

will denote the algebra of bounded Enear operators on Hand B(j7n), 
the set of a commuting n-tuple of operators in B(H))where Hn denotes 
the orthogonal direct sum of H with itself n times. For S,T € B(H) 
we let [S,T] = ST — 7S; [ S二끼 is the commutator of S and T. Given 
an n-tuple T = (7、7切...7^) of operaters on H)we let Mnxn(T)= 
([7^, 7{]) denote the self-commutator of T, define by
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The notions of jointly hyponormal has been considered by A. Athavzde, 
J. Conway and W. Szymanski, R。E. Curto, P. Xia, and other as fol
lows: T(G B(Hn)) is jointly hyponormal if M常xn(호) = (口弓二끼) is 

n
positive semi-definite, equivalently, if £ ([写*二끼):勺点Jh > 0 for

any x1?X2,..., xn in H. But the notion of jointly hyponormal which 
has been considered by M. Cho and A. T. Dash is not equivalent 
to the notions of jointly hyponormal such as previously stated. M. 
Cho and M. T. Dash say that T is jointly hyponormal if > 0 
for i = 1,2,,. .n. Then we shall call it (C.D) jointly hyponormal.

n
T(€ will be called weakly jointly hyponormal :

t=i
a = …0n) £ Cn} consists entirely of hyponormal operators
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[4], T is jointly normal if T is commuting and each Tt is normal op
erator [5]. In particular, T = (7,7>,..，八)is weakly doubly com
muting n-tuples of operators if, for i, J == 1,..., n TjTt = TiT3 and 
T*Tj = TjT： for i j, [7]. We say that a point z =(，々，2幻...)z为)of 
Cn is in the joint approximate point spectrum aa(T) of T if there exists 
of a sequence {xn} of unit vectors in H such that ||(z% — Tk)xn^ —> 
0 (n —> oo), = 1,... ,n. A point z = ... ,zn) will be said to
be in the joint approximate compression spectrum a/(T) of T if there 
exists a sequence {xn} of unit vectors in H such that ||(w — 7%)*^세 t 
0 (n t oo), fc = 1,... ,n. There are several definitions of the joint 
spectrum. J. L. Taylor [8] has defined 꼬 E B(H) to be non-singular 
if sequence (*) is exact ; i.e. imd$ = kei碍" for all p = 1,... ,n + 1. 
And He has defined the joint spectrumSp(T) of T, to be the set of 
the point z = , zn) such that z —T = (勁 — Ti,..., — Tn)
is singular. On the other hand, A. T. Dash [6] has defined the joint 
spectrum <r(T) of T as follows : a point z = (zi,... ,zn) i욚 in if 

n
and。이y if for all Bi,..,, in Tn £ Bt(zi 一 Tt) + I, where I de-

i=l
notes the identity operator and 7이 , double commutant algebra of the 
set (Ij,. .・,Tn} in B(H). It is well known that aa(T), a(T) and SP(T) 
are non-empty compact sets, and that SP(T) C a(T) (see [8, Leiiuna 
1]). Farther, it is evident that aa(T) C a(T) G a(Ti) X • • • X a(Tn) and 
aa(T) U a<(T) C a(T) [6, 8].Let T = (Ti,... ,Tn) be a weakly doubly 
commuting n-tuple of operators. Then we have the followings :

jointly hyponormal
4^ (C,D) jointly hyponormal 
음，weakly jointly hyponormal.
Moreover, we show properties of jointly hyponormal and investigate 

some characterizations of n-tuple of operators with Cartesian decom
position.

2. Properties of jointly hyponormal
We give properties and relations of jointly hyponormal, (C,D) jointly 

hyponormal and weakly jointly hyponormal. Further, we have Remarks 
to be made regarding jointly hyponormal.

LEMMA 2.1. [5] Let T =(写，…，心)be a commuting n- tuple 
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operators on H・ Consider the following three statements :
(1) T is jointly normal.
(2) T is jointly hyponormal,
(3) T is weakly jointly norma/.

Then(l)=> (2) (3).

R・ Curto, P. Muhly and J・ Xia [5] have an example of a pair T = 
(7i?^2)of commuting operators whichis weakly jointly hyponormal 
but not jointly hyponormal.

LEMMA 2.2. ([1]) Let T = (T19..., Tn) be a commuting n- tuple of 
operators. If T is jointly hyponormal, then each 7} is a hyponormal 
operator on H.

LEMMA 2.3. ([1]) Let 꼬 = (Ti,... ,T^) be a commuting n- tuple of 
operators. Then T is jointly hyponormal if and only if

n * n

3=1 «

Lemma 2.4. 꼬 = (7、..., Tn) jointly hyponormal if and only if 

n
E(0二7加"%) + 2血»[写色咼g) > 0 for ail Xi,... ,xn G
«=1 t<}

Proof. Straightforward from Lemma 2.3, in fact, T is jointly hy
ponormal

Mi \ /勿 \
(, 、 X2 X2^o< f (MnXn(T)): ,:
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for all s e C = 1 ... m・ 

n n
<=》£|阡베 2 +2Re£(强JS) > ||£华이|2 

t=l i<j i—1
n
£(冒摆肚,功+ 2&£；(筲,£］勺,对> 0 
t=l i<J

R. Curto, P.S. Muhly and J.Xia and A.Athavale showed the follow
ing theorem. We prove it by using Lemma 2.4.

THEOREM 2.5. . Let T = (7、..., 7=) be jointly hyponormal. The끄 
span {Ti,. . . is a hyponormal operator on H (Le., T is weakly 
jointly hyponormal)

Proof. If 꼬 is jointly hyponormal, then by Lemma 2.4, we have

n

£(£*, 7肚,珂)+ 2Re£(*, T,］Xj, X.) > 0. 
»=1 i<3

Letting Xj = k3x for a fixed vector x in H and kj E C for j = 1,... ,n. 
We have that 

n
o < £(E*, Ti^Xi, ktXt) + 2Re£(緝,匸］秘,ktx) 

»=1 i<3
n n

k=l k=l

Thus ((£二1 或=1 ktTt) is positive semi-definite, and so T is
weakly jointly hyponormal.

THEOREM 2.6. Let T = (Ti,..・,Tn) be a weakly doubly commut- 
ing n-tuple of operators on H. Then the following statements are 
equivalent :

(1) T is jointly hyponormal.
(2) 꼬 is (CtD)jointly hyponormal.
(3) T is weakly jointly hyponormal.
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Proof. It is sufficient to 아low that the relations (2)=부(1) and (3)v》(2) 
holds.

(2) =>(1) : If T is (C.D) jointly hyponormal, we have ann x n matrix 
•A4nXn[(^j ? Ti)] i용 positive semi-definite, and 끄 is jointly hyponormal.

(3) 슴>(2) : T is (C.D) jointly hyponormal if and only if

n
£([&%*,(知 mV)+ 2Re>项(伊;)*,(知
1=1 i<j

n
= £([(")*，("沖：,;时 

t=l

is positive semi-definite for all x 6 kt E C i = 1,..., n, since 
(ktTt1..., knTn) is also (C.D) jointly hyponormal ; that is, T is weakly 
jointly hyponormaL

We give an example which T = (7i,..., 7\) satisfies the conclusion 
of Theorem 2.6 even though 꼬 is not a weakly doubly commuting n- 
tuple of operators.

EXAMPLE 2.7. LetT = (T1?... ,Tn) be an n-tuple of operators such 
that 7； = Q + T-i for a E C and i = 2)…)m Then T is jointly 
hyponormal if and only if T is (C.D) jointly hyponormal if and only if 
T is weakly jointly hyponormal.

Proof. Let Tt a + 匸_〔 for a £ C and i = 2,... ,n. Then, it 
follows from a simple calculation that T is 교ot a weakly doubly com
muting n-tuple of operators. If T is (C.D) jointly hyponormal, then 
we know an n X n matrix A4n)<n(T) is positive semi- definite since 
is a hyponormal operator. Thus T is jointly hyponormal. Also, if T is 
jointly hyponormal, then each Tt is a hyponormal operator, and T is 
(C.D) jointly hyponormal. To complete the proof it is sufficient to show 
that, if T is weakly jointly hyponormal, then T is jointly hyponormal. 
Suppose that T is weakly jointly hyponormal. Then, it is clear that 
2金고 is hyponormal operator for。貝 € C, and i = 1,... ,n, that is

n
(£ KA)+ (% + 2s T——+ (n- 1)) a 

8=1
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is a hyponormal operator. Thus, is a hyponormal operator, and 
hence each 3^ is a hyponormal operator and M.n^n(T) is positive semi- 
definite. Therefore T is jointly hyponormal.

꼬he following facts are obvious by concepts of jointly hyponormality 
or Lemma 2.4.

REMARK 1. If 꼬 = (Ti,... ,Tn) is jointly hyponormal, then so are 
both (知7、・・・,fcn7^) and (7\ — .，幻l for fci,..., kn in C.

REMARK 2. If T = (Tj is jointly hyponormal and N is
any normal operator commuting with each Tty then (NT、..., NTn) is 
jointly hyponormal.

From some properties of a pair of operators on we induce that a 
conunuting n-tuple of operators is jointly hyponormal.

THEOREM 2.8. Let T = (Tj,..., Tn) be a commuting n-tuple of 
operators. If is jointly hyponormal for i,j — 1,... then
T is jointly hyponormal.

Proof. It follows from [5] that Ti and T*T} are hyponormal operators 
for each i, j = 1,..., n, and the inequality

|代弓7"끼)，,圳2 <(£*,匸氐甘(£*幻,C7血,V)

holds for all € -JT and i盘=1,... ,n, and so,([与您= 0, 
that is, = 0 implies (\T^T}]x,T}y) = 0 for all x,y G JT
and j = 1,... ,n. Thus we have the equality

n n
2(您山,S) = £(E*，m/w) = 0
3<i 3<i

for replacing Tjy by y3 and x by for %灿 £ H. It is clear from 
Lemma 2.4 that T is jointly hyponormal.

FYom Remark 2, we have a necessary and sufficient condition by a 
weakly doubly commuting n-tuple of operators.
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THEOREM 2.9. Let T = (71,... ,7^) be a weakly doubly com
muting n-tuple of operators and let N be a normal operator com
muting with each Tt. Then T is jointly hyponormal if and only if 
(NT顼.・,NTn) is jointly hyponormal.

Proof. Suppose T is jointly hyponormal. It is clear from Remark 
2 that (NTi,..., NTn) is jointly hyponormal. Conversely, suppose 
(NT、..., NTn) is jointly hyponormal. By Lemma 2.4 we have

n
£([(NL)*,N끼:C",) + 2Re£：([(N写•)*, A%]：勺, 方) > 0 

»<j

for all E H. By the assumption and Fuglede theorem,

([(N7；)*，"끼妇,：电 = (N*[T：,Tt]Nxt,xt) = (£*,：끼如攝 > 0

for replacing Nxt by yt, yx E Hy i = 1,... ,n. Therefore each is a 
hyponormal operator, and T is jointly hyponormal.

3. Some characterization of n-tuple of operators 
with Cartesian decomposition

For 꼬 € B(H\ the real part of T, denote by & is defined to be 
T + T* . .
—- ---- and the imaginary part of T, denote by B, is defined to be

———. It is easy to 사leek that 꼬 = 4 + iB. that is, T has Cartesian Zi .
decomposition and T is self-adjoint if and only if= 0.

The following results was proved by Che-Kao Fong and
V. I. Istra^escu (2].

Lemma 3.1. [2] If T G B(H) and there exists a scalar a <. 1 such 
that T*T < A2 + aB2, then T is self-adjoint.

We generalize this result to weakly doubly commuting n-tuple of 
operators on H. At first, we give the following Lemma.

Lemma 3.2. Let 꼬 = (7、.. ・ ,7\) be a weakly doubly commuting 
n-tuple of operators with a Cartesian decomposition T3 A3 +iB3 for 
j = 1,... ,n. Where we note T* = (7扌,..・二驾)and A = (At,.,., An), 
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and B = (Bi,...,Bn). Then T* is jointly hyponormal if and only if 
TjTj < Aj + Bj for 3 = 1)... ,n.

Proof. Suppose that T；T\ < Ay + for j = 1,... ,n, then we have 
T；Tj =今 + + i(AjBj 一 BjAj) < A] + B] for j = n. And
hence i(AjBj — BjAj) < 0 for j = 1,..., n. Since TjTJ — T；Tj =

一 AjBj) > 0 for j = 1,... ,n, each 7^ is a hyponormal opera
tor. It is clear that an nxn matrix ・Mnxn(7*) is positive semi-definite. 
Therefore T* is jointly hyponormal. Conversely, suppose T* is jointly 
hyponormal. Then, by Lemma 2.4,

n n

0 < £([写,写％勺)+ 2Re£(S,T；成3)= 2([写，明:勺，勺) 
j=l ]<.k j=l

for all Xj^Xk € H. Thus, for each j, > 0 implies that
— A3Bj) > 0, and

中j = A；+B； + i(AjBj - BjAj > Aj + Bj,

for j = 1,...,n.

THEOREM 3.3. Let T = (7、...,7\) be a weakly doubly conamut- 
ing n~tuple of operators with a Cartesian decomposition Tj = Aj^-iB3 
forj = 1,... ,n? where A = (Aj,.,. ,An) and B = (Bi, )Bn)? and 
we note T* = (7岩 …二驾).Then each T3 is self-adjoint if and only if 
there exists a scalar a < 1 such that T*T3 < Aj +*B： for j = 1,... ,n.

Proof. Suppose that there exists a scalar a < 1 such that T；T\ <
+ clB； for j = 1,... ,n. It follows from Lemma 3.2 that T* is 

jointly hyponormal. We must show that the Taylor?s joint spectrum 
Sp(T) of 꼬 is included om J?n. Since T* is weakly doubly commuting 
n-tuple of hyponormal operators by joint hyponormality of 꼬* and 
the assumption, it follows from [3] that SP(T*) equals to the joint 
approximate compression spectrum(기(끄*) of T*? that is, SP(T*) = 
a/(T*). Let A € SP(T*) for A = (Ai,..., An) 6 Cn. Then there exists 
a sequence {xn} of unit vector in H such that

11(写 _ 月)*:%II = ||(7； - Aj)xn|| 一> Oforj = (n -h- oo).
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From the assumption we have

(写+ 诩寥"n) 
and

]|务:시U I]■心시|2 + 에环시|2

for j = 1,... ,n. Since, for each j = 1,.., ,n,

I세2 = 心卢시|2 = 临 j|T,xn||2 < |ReA7J2 +&|In凡卩, 
n—>oo

and a < 1, it is clear that Im入j = 0 for j =： 1,... 5n5 and Sp(T*)= 
SP(T). This implies SP(T) is real. Therefore each T3 is self-adjoint.

Conversely, suppose that each T3 is self-adjoint for j = 1,... ,n. 
Then it is obvious that T is jointly hyponormal and T* is jointly hy- 
ponormal. By Lemma 3.2 we have T*Tj < + Bj for j = 1,... ,n.
Then there exists a scalar a < 1 such that, for each the inequality 
TjTj < + aB； is equivalent to i(A3B3 — B3A3) < (a — l)Bj. The
proof is completed.

By Lemma3.2 and Theorem 3.3, we have the following.

COROLLARY 3.4. Let T = (7、... ,7^) be a weakly doubly commut
ing n-tuple of operators with a Cartesian decomposition T3 — A3 +iBj 
for j = 1,…where A = (Ai,..., An) and B = (Bj,... ,Bn). Then 
T is jointly hyponormal if and only ifT*T} > A^ + for j = 1,... ,n.

COROLLARY 3.5. Let T = (T1,... , Tn) be a weakly doubly commut
ing n-tuple of operators with a Cartesian decomposition T3 = Aj + iBj 
forj = 1,..., n? where A = (Ai,«.., An) and B = (B1?... ,Bn). 꼬hen 
each T3 is self-adjoint if and only if there exists a scalar a < 1 such 
that TjT} > Aj + 戏B； for j = 1,... ,n.
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